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Autoplot has been useful for developing science processes that interact with HAPI and Das2 Servers, CDF files,
and other file formats where a collection of files form a database covering long time spans (”aggregations”).
Internally, Autoplot’s Java code implements these features, and to make use of them codes will use Autoplot as
a library. This is messy, and I’ve extracted functionality from Autoplot to form two independent Java libraries.

First, a library for handling theURI Templates (https://github.com/hapi-server/uri-templates/wiki/Specification)
which are used for aggregation is available. Given a time range and template, the list of files covering the in-
terval is computed. Or, given a list of files, the time range for each file is computed. I realize this is fairly
trivial for any given aggregation, but URI_Templates are a standard specification and this library makes using
this specification easy.

Second, an independent library for interactingwithHAPI servers is available (https://github.com/hapi-server/client-
java). This library manages transactions with HAPI servers, and provides serial (record-by-record) access as
well as returning all the data as one transaction. Further, HAPI data is cached, so that repeated interactions
with a server will not require repeating downloads, while quick checks of freshness are used to ensure the
cache is up-to-date. IDL, Matlab, and Python have Java bridges which make the library useful in these envi-
ronments as well, which will also be demonstrated.

I will also briefly show Autoplot and review new features introduced this past year.
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